For over thirty years, the Waldorf Early Childhood Association of North America has been creating resources that aim to deepen our understanding of the young children in our care, and provide practical and artistic approaches to our work with them. We are proud of the rich array of publications that we have produced, and hope that you will find them both inspiring and useful.

Our publications are drawn from a variety of sources, and take many different forms: collections of articles previously published in the WECAN newsletter; lectures at national and international conferences; compilations of extracts from the work of Rudolf Steiner; translations of books originally published in other languages; collections of stories, songs, verses, gesture games, and other artistic material; and original works from individual authors.

Purchasing from our online store is the best way to directly benefit WECAN and support our publication program, which is made possible by a generous grant from the Waldorf Curriculum Fund.


Activities for Children and Parents

Gesture Games for Young Children
Wilma Ellersiek, translated by Kundry Wilwerth
These classic collections of early childhood gesture games by Wilma Ellersiek, venerable teacher of music, movement, and speech, will bring wise, joyful play to families with young children. Four books, available individually or as a collection. Giving Love—Bringing Joy; Dancing Hand—Trotting Pony; Gesture Games for Autumn and Winter; Gesture Games for Spring and Summer. Individual books $28, set of four $85

A Day Full of Song
Karen Lonsky, Illustrated by Victoria Sander
Original songs created to carry children through an active day, from grinding grain to washing hands to birthday celebrations. Perfect-bound, 64 pages. $15 Companion CD, $8

Toy Making: Simple Playthings to Make for Children
Gun Lee Blue
All adults can make toys, the simpler the better, and less “perfect” is even better! It is the love and attention that went into the making of the toy that really stand the test of time. Craft beautiful dolls, knitted animals, and other playthings that foster creativity and imagination. Perfect-bound, 84 pages. $22

Tell Me a Story
Edited by Louise deForest
This collection of over 80 stories from the members and friends of the Waldorf Early Childhood Association of North America is full of treasures for all ages and all occasions. One of our best-selling and most-beloved publications. Perfect-bound, 276 pages. $25

For the Children of the World
Edited by Louise deForest
This little book gathers 24 delightful stories from all corners of the globe, along with 10 delicious recipes, from the Member Associations of the International Association for Steiner/Waldorf Early Childhood Education. Proceeds support IASWECE’s work around the world. Perfect-bound, 148 pages. $16

Please, Can We Play Games?
Joyful Interactions with Young Children
Ruth Ker
Children explore and relate to their world through play, and something magical happens when it’s time for games and a caring adult dons the cloak of playful lightheartedness. Ruth Ker offers forty years of creating, collecting, and playing traditional and original verses, songs, and games for early childhood circle time or home play. Perfect-bound, 135 pages. $25

A Child’s Seasonal Treasury
Premium edition, now a WECAN publication! Timeless songs, verses, treats, and Nature’s treasures to share throughout the seasons, featuring sublime full-color illustrations to bring joy to the process of learning, both for children and for adults who care for them daily. A 1997 Smithsonian Notable Book for Children. Perfect-bound, 139 pages. $35
### Understanding Young Children

**Walking with Our Children:** The Parent as Companion and Guide  
*Nancy Blanning*
These essays on parenting wisdom by veteran early childhood educator Nancy Blanning. Personal anecdotes, ideas for simple home and family activities, and wisdom on guiding young children’s development.  
**Perfect-bound, 75 pages.** $14

**Singing and Speaking the Child Into Life**  
*Susan Weber, Nancy Macalaster, Jane Swain*
Three birth-to-three specialists in Waldorf early childhood education have compiled a collection of traditional songs and verses, together with selected games from Wilma Ellersiek. A wonderful resource for all those working with children under three.  
**Perfect-bound, 125 pages.** $22

**The Developing Child:** The First Seven Years  
*Edited by Susan Howard*
Includes *Child Development from Conception to Birth*, *The Wonder of Acquiring Speech*, and *First Grade Readiness*.  
**Perfect-bound, 138 pages.** $20

**Nøkken, A Garden for Children,** Second Edition  
*Helle Heckman*
This new edition combines *World of Fairy Tales*, a playful collection of age-appropriate stories, games, and more. In addition to the original favorite source of language development, this essay was originally translated for and published in *Kindling*, the UK *Journal for Steiner Early Childhood*.  
**Saddle-stitched, 12 pages.** $7.50

**Waldorf Early Childhood:** An Introductory Reader  
*Edited by Shannon Honigblum*
A new collection of foundational articles for early childhood educators and families. Topics include the history of the early childhood movement; the developing child in the early childhood classroom; daily rhythm and activities; the young child in the spiritual world; and working with parents.  
**Perfect-bound, 282 pages.** $25

**In a Nutshell**  
*Nancy Foster*
Warm and witty guidance in understanding children’s school experiences and in decision-making for the home from Nancy Foster, veteran Waldorf early childhood teacher.  
**Perfect-bound, 94 pages.** $18

**On the Play of the Child, Second Edition**  
*Edited by Freya Jaffke*
This new edition combines resources from the 2005 edition of *On the Play of the Child and Playing, Learning, Meeting the Other* on play, development and learning, and the all-important encounter with the other.  
**Perfect-bound, 142 pages.** $14

**The Creative Word**  
*Daniel Udo de Haes, translated by Nina Kuettel*
Embark on a fascinating journey into the consciousness of the very young child. Out of his wisdom and experience, Dutch educator Daniel Udo de Haes offers perspective on how to enrich and guide early childhood development through fairy tales. A modern classic, translated into English for the first time in this edition.  
**Perfect-bound, 83 pages.** $16

**Guidelines for Observing School Readiness**  
*WECAN*
This short booklet offers suggestions to parents and teachers for discerning the developmental readiness of each individual child to enter elementary school. Sold in bundles of five.  
**Saddle-stitched, 12 pages.** $7.50

**World of Fairy Tales**  
*Daniel Udo de Haes*
Out of his wisdom and experience, Dutch educator Daniel Udo de Haes offers perspective on how to enrich and guide early childhood development through fairy tales.  
**Saddle-stitched, 12 pages.** $7.50
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